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Graduation Ceremony 2021-2022!

On the evening of June 25th, 2022, the British International School hosted the graduation of the BISK KG2- and grades
6, 8 and 12 students.
We were honoured by the presence of our esteemed VIP guest, Mr.Rizgar Taib the chairman of ARN holding, and Mr
Dilshad Taib, the CEO of BISK, Mr Jabar Jamal, adviser to the Minister of Education, Mr Fazil Mirani and Mr Rebaz
Hamlan. With deep gratitude, we acknowledge the importance of the support from these VIP guests. BISK would not be
(arguably) the best school in Kurdistan had it not been for these outstanding individuals.
Mr Nasir, proud Director of BISK, delivered a heart-warming speech, congratulating the graduates and stressing all the
accreditations BISK holds and that we are the only Pearson accredited school in Kurdistan.
Mr Nasir’s speech was followed by a speech in Kurdish by Mr Jabar Jamal, bringing the students and staff the importance of achieving good marks in Kurdish studies to ensure an overall passing grade.
Staff members of BISK performed an outstanding, emotional drama about the history of the Kurdish flag. Every audience member was touched by this portrayal, which once again proved the fantastic talent found amongst the BISK staff.
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The adorable, excited KG students had their graduation
ceremony and cute dance performance, with many parents
sitting with chests swelling with pride.
Our outstanding grade 6 graduates then had their diploma
ceremony, followed by a song and dance activity. The “Little
Flower Seller” performance had the audience in awe; well
done!
Ali, BISK Student Council, delivered his speech, highlight-

ing events during the 2021/2022 academic year and all
the special memories the grade 12 students will hold
close to their hearts for many years to come.
The highlight of the evening was the graduation ceremony of our beloved grade 12 students. Excited faces counted down the seconds and threw their graduation caps in
the air, bidding their final farewell to their school career
at BISK. They enjoyed the last dance together as BISK
graduates. Congratulations! We couldn’t be prouder of
the class of 2022!
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BISK- KG2 Graduation Ceremony
The BISK pupils who completed KG2 received their diplomas at the White Hall on Saturday, June 25th. Seeing
the little ones wearing the caps and gowns with big smiles
on their beautiful faces while their parents looked on with
joy and pride was spectacular! This event, on the part of
BISK, was genuinely creative and an excellent way to boost
the morale and spirit of our little ones. The BISK students
performed a fantastic dance show; proud and happy faces could be seen everywhere in the audience. Mr Nasir
thanked all the parents for their continuous involvement
and assistance; BISK would not have been able to
achieve the best for our students without the support
of our parents. Our amazing parents and devoted
teachers worked closely together to ensure the students master all required academic skills, including
fine motor skills, music, PE, and art, so they can be
equipped and ready to start first grade in September 2022. Congratulations on your graduation, dear
KG2 students, and enjoy the summer break!
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BISK- Sixth Graduation Ceremony

There is nothing more exciting for grade 6 students than to move from elementary school
to middle school in the secondary wing. On
Saturday, June 25th, the grade 6 BISK students received preferential treatment at the
BISK Graduation Ceremony held at the White
Hall. More than 30 grade 6 students graduated. Mr Jabar Jamal, the adviser to the Min-

ister of Education, presented the diplomas
to these grade 6 graduates. Our grade 6 students entertained the audience with a song
and music to celebrate the exciting new stage
in their school career that they are about to
enter. Congratulations to our grade 6 graduates; we wish you all the success in your academic, social, and emotional development.
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BISK- Eighth Graduation Ceremony

On Saturday, June 25th, BISK hosted a graduation ceremony for the Grade 8 graduates who are
moving on to high school. Mr Dilshad Taib, CEO of BISK, presented each graduate with a diploma for completing middle school. Our brilliant 8th graders now have to choose whether they
will attend the American system or continue with the British system. We wish our 8th graders all
the best with their high school career, knowing they’ll let their excellence shine.
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BISK Award
Congratulations to our hardworking students during the academic year 2021/2022. These
students were the best in their classes regarding school attendance, academic performance
and behaviour. Mr Nasir Younis, the school director, presented the students with the
awards and certificates. Our students are the learners of today and the leaders of Kurdistan tomorrow.

Mohammed Ali Naser
KG 2

Dima Salam
Grade 08

BISK

Hasan Ahmed Hashim
Grade 06

Bahar Sevin
Grade 12
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BISK- 12TH GRADE GRADUATION

For 12th graders worldwide, their graduation
will forever have a special place in their memories. To make it even more memorable for our
23 grade 12 graduates, they were given a special graduation ceremony on Saturday evening,
June 25th, 2022. The students wore the cap and
gown with pride, and Mr Fazel Mirani, Mr Re-

baz Hamlani and Mr Rizgar Taib presented each
graduate with a diploma for completing the requirements to enrol in a university of their choice.
It was evident that this was a special occasion in
their lives; some were a little nervous while others
had huge, excited smiles on their faces, displaying
pride in themselves together with their
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family. These high-achieving students realised
that they were about to embark on the next step
of their academic journey. Students, congratulations! Now you are university students, ready to
take on more responsibility and hard work, but
also to enjoy even more opportunities than you
could ever imagine. As you progress onwards to

your various colleges, we wish for you first to
take some time to relax. You are all very talented achievers who will undoubtedly change the
world for the better someday. We are proud to
have been part of your journey and hope to see
you in the bright future. Congratulations, parents and students, on a job well done!
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